connect your world.
Shape the next-generation industry & invest in the
first Digital Life Network in Virtual Reality.
What is connect?
connect is a digital life network app in a virtual reality
(VR) world that can be individually customized. It can
be used with any device and is available in both 3D and
2D so that you can use it with or without VR hardware.
connect‘s multi-messenger combines sms, emails, messages from other networks and connect in one area. Key
functions are the ability to take photos, listen to music,
read magazines/books, stream videos/TV and – in the
near future – online shopping in VR.

Why connect and your investment will be successful?
connect combines two fast-growing markets: Social
Media and VR. Due to the impressive high-quality 3D
design and the possibility for the user to customize
their connect world, a unique customer experience can
be provided. We enable a seamless connection between the connect world, other key applications on the
user‘s devices, media and reality.
connect guarantees full data security and privacy
because VR and Augmented Reality have much higher
data security requirements than all previous networks.

What makes connect so unique?
You are not alone.

Feels like home.

Multi-Messenger users can reach their
Facebook, WhatsApp & Co friends from
their connect world even if their friends
don‘t use connect.

Users can fully customize the features
and the design of their connect world.

Explore your world.

Enjoy entertainment.

connect is the first Digital Life
Network in virtual reality (VR) which
you can use both in 3D and 2D.

Utilize any media in the world that is
included in the app - from video and
audio to online and print media.

Easy and smart.

An intuitive and fun experience with easy
navigation. The focus is not on text but on
3D objects familiar to the user.
It works on your smartphone, tablet,
PC, Mac and soon also on PlayStation.

Your data is safe.

Our business model is not based on
selling data. Rather we fully
guarantee an end-to-end encryption.

Free for everybody.

Only optional add-ons that are not essential for
any functional features, like virtual pets, are not
complimentary.

Further Information:
www.4connect-e.com
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